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The story of Bobbi Gibb's personal journey - from 1964, when she first saw the Boston Marathon
and fell in love with it, through 1966, when she became the first woman to run the historic
course. As Bobbi trained for the marathon, she was also traveling on a spiritual and
philosophical quest, seeking the answers to some of life’s biggest questions. Bobbi overcomes
obstacles, challenges prejudice, and makes a difference with tenacity, perseverance and love.

About the AuthorIn 1966, Roberta "Bobbi" Gibb became the first woman ever to complete the
Boston Marathon. She is recognized by the Boston Athletic Association as the pre-sanctioned
era women's winner in 1966, 1967, and 1968. Bobbi is an exciting contemporary artist who
creates bronze sculptures of the human form in action and portrait busts; vividly colored murals;
and subtle, impressionistic landscapes, which reflect her deep love of both humanity and nature.
Bobbi has also worked as a lawyer and as an associate at the Cecil B. Day Neuromuscular
Laboratory. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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experiences from 1964 to 1966, from the time I first saw the Boston Marathon and fell in love
with it, to Patriots’ Day, April 19, 1966, when I became the first woman ever to run the Boston
Marathon.This book is not just about running, but is about overcoming obstacles, challenging
prejudice, making a difference, tenacity, perseverance and love. In this volume I describe my
spiritual and philosophical quest as I seek the answers of some of life’s biggest questions.This
quest follows its own story line of development in a sequential, logical line of thinking about the
nature of existence and about the mind-body problem. This inner story is written in italics, where
as the outer story is written in regular type. The inner and outer stories intertwine as they
proceed.Names have been changed to protect the privacy of the people involved. The dialogue
has been constructed, not verbatim, but in a way to capture the essence of the people and the
ideas.Your comments and feedback are welcome.Thank you to all you wonderful people. May
your lives be filled with happiness, health, joy and love.To all myBeloved friends and family who
helped meOn my journeyTo my parents who gave meThe gift of lifeAnd toFuture
generationsPrefaceIt’s Patriots Day, 1964, only four and a half months after President John



Fitzgerald Kennedy’s assassination. Under the Dallas sun, for one horrible moment we saw a
hideous subterranean river of evil flowing through the world, causing a death that pulled the
vision of Camelot away from our eyes and left us disillusioned by the terror of its destructive
power. The Vietnam War rages and Kennedy, who fought against communism and supported
our involvement in that South Asian country, is dead. So is Diem, South Vietnam’s U.S.-
supported president, assassinated just three weeks before Kennedy.We have lived through the
disastrous Bay of Pigs fiasco in 1961, as our government attempted a covert operation to help
exiled Cubans unseat Fidel Castro. We have survived the 1962 standoff with Premier Nikita
Khrushchev and the Soviet Union over their missile installations in Cuba. President Kennedy
had put the nation on red alert, and for a few precarious hours we teetered on the brink of
nuclear war. Finally, the prayers of millions of people around the world were answered, and the
Soviet battleships turned back, our planet was saved, for the time being, but the threat of nuclear
holocaust remains. Every large American city is the target of a Soviet missile and every large
Soviet city is the target of an American missile. The destruction of countless lives is terrifyingly
surreal, and yet it could happen with a simple push of a button. How did we come to this
insanity?I was born in the middle of World War II, and it seems as though we have been at war
ever since: the Cold War with the Soviets, the Korean War and now Vietnam. It’s not the Soviet
people or the Koreans, or the Vietnamese we distrust and fear, but their totalitarian
governments. I wonder if we’ll ever escape from this madness and learn to live peacefully on the
same earth with people who should be our friends. After all, the Soviet people have been in the
grip of a ruthless government that they themselves distrust and fear. Stalin wasn’t elected, nor
was Khrushchev, although he indicates a willingness to correct some of the “excesses” of his
predecessor’s era. But now their government and the other most powerful totalitarian
government in the world, China, have joined in the Communist block, which is perceived as
threat to the free world. Yet to them, the free world is a threat. A threat to what? Had we not, only
nineteen years ago, freed the Chinese from a cruel Japanese occupation?Anti-Vietnam War
protests have been growing in size and frequency as President Lyndon Johnson escalates our
involvement in the conflict. But despite the tragedy of the rising body count in Vietnam, the
Peace Corps has become a potent force for spreading American goodwill around the world, and
stateside the War on Poverty attempts to help the disenfranchised regain a foothold in society.In
August of 1963, only six and a half months ago, one hundred thousand people had marched on
Washington in support of Civil Rights. The Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. spoke eloquently,
moving us with the dream he has for America. Black and White are beginning to work together to
make civil rights a reality for everyone, no matter their ethnic or racial heritage. Hope is rising up
among all races that America can do the impossible: that we can have a truly color and race
blind society, where a person’s skin color or ethnic background will be only one aspect of who
they are, no more important than the accidental place where they were born. Can we have a
country where what is important is who you are as a person, not to what group you happen to
belong?There is a new consciousness springing up from a new generation. We are experiencing



growing pains as a nation born in colonialism and rising to an entirely new consciousness of
human dignity and freedom that will, we hope, inspire the world.The culture of the times reflects
the dizziness of this struggle, the elation, as it looks possible, the despair as once again it is
ripped out of our grasp.In February of this year, the Beatles, with their bowl haircuts and sweet
young faces burst upon the stage on the Ed Sullivan Show singing “She l Loves You... Yeah,
Yeah, Yeah.” The angelic, stirring voice of Joan Baez, trembles as she sings Dylan’s song,
Blowin’ in the Wind.” Peter Paul and Mary croon “We Shall Overcome.” The audience joins in,
tears rolling down cheeks, feeling a love that expands to all the world. Woody Guthrie leads us in
singing, “This land is your land. This land is my land, from the Mississippi to the New York
Highland.” We are inspired by a vision larger than ourselves.We are working for a better world, a
place where all people can live in harmony, and create vibrant peaceful societies that respect
one another and prosper together in freedom and democracy. We know that for each individual
to be healed, whole, happy and fully engaged, the whole of society must be healed. We know
too that it must be the people themselves who create their own government by means of which
they govern themselves, and that unless a government governs for the good of the whole, it
cannot long survive.Bob Dylan sings that “The Times They Are a Changin',” telling us in his nasal
whine what we all know; these are deeply trying, transformative times.Yet, there is no women’s
movement.Growing up I had fumed over the injustices and unfairness of what I saw my future
role would be as a woman in our society. There were few, if any, opportunities for a woman
unless she wanted to be a teacher, nurse or secretary-- jobs she would be expected to give up
once she married. And once she did marry a woman often found herself trapped. She couldn’t
have a credit card in her name, let alone a mortgage. Husband and wife were joined through
marriage as one, and the one was the husband. Women gave up their names, their identities,
and far too often, their dreams. Witnessing my own mother’s struggle to retain her identity and
her dignity was painful to see.I read the Feminine Mystique and observed the nameless malady
Betty Friedan described swallow up my mother and her friends. I watched as the lunchtime glass
of wine expanded into the afternoon glasses of wine. I heard the clink of ice in the evening drink
and discovered the bottle of tranquilizers in the closet. I saw her standing with her back hunched
away from me facing the sink, a numb zombie-like shell of my real mother, but with an inner rage
seething, that sometimes broke through the trance and struck at me with malicious force.Over
the years I watched as my mother’s frustration at her situation turned in on herself, and I vowed
that if being a woman meant living as my mother lived, I would never do it. I would never drink to
dull the pain of an unfulfilled life; I would never take drugs to mute the misery of not being true to
my own soul. I would never live as a captive in my own home.The choice to me was clear—either
I would have to find a way to change society, or I would have to escape from society altogether. I
fantasized about living close to the earth, perhaps in some remote place like Canada where I
would be free. I was determined that if I ever married, the person I chose would be my best
friend and lover, someone who would be as wild as I was, someone who would be my equal. I
had thought that person was Will, a man I’d met a Tufts School of Special Studies, where I was



studying in the Fall of 1962. Will introduced me to cross-country running and sculpture and gave
me my first hunk of clay. Will and I were friends, but not lovers. I was, he said, like his younger
sister. And Will, as I called him, was, to me, the older brother I never had. But, when he
graduated, he joined the Navy and we lost touch. Much as I loved Will, when I met John in the
summer of ’63, romance burgeoned.Chapter 1: Love at First SightThe morning tastes like cold
skim milk left out on the back porch all night in the rain. I glance over at the powerfully built man
standing next to me. Despite the chilly air his coat is unbuttoned, and when it falls open he briefly
lowers his head—hatless so only his short dark hair protects against the cold. New England
springs are characterized by too much light and not enough heat. Today is typical—the white sun
feels cold, not warm, and the barren trees cast bruise-colored shadows over the pasty brown
rubble of last season’s leaves. Together we stand, my father and I, on this nearly colorless and
stark April day, watching the most extraordinary ritual I’ve ever seen – the sixty-eighth running of
the Boston Marathon.The scent of damp wool jackets and leather shoes mingles with the smell
of burning cigarettes. At least my Father hasn’t lit up yet. Like a living creature—heavy, warm,
murmuring, shifting and stamping—the crowd closes around us; the vapor of its collective
breathing condenses on the moist spring air. Children shout and squeal. The air sounds sharp,
high pitched like a note ready to break. I look at the bare trees, buds swelling on every tip, ready
to burst into urgent, fragilely-folded green leaves and I think how generations are born, live and
die like leaves, while the social order stands like the bare rack of a frozen tree. We are this year’s
leaves and many generations have gone before us. We here now celebrate this ritual of spring,
the return of new life after the long, dark, cold New England winter.My father’s keen blue eyes
are focused on a line of Wellesley coeds dressed in pleated skirts, wool coats, white ankle socks
and penny loafers. Behind them, are the stately stone buildings and elegantly landscaped
conifers of this elite woman’s college, which marks the mid point of the twenty-six and two tenths-
mile Marathon.A sudden hush of anticipation falls over the crowd. Heads turn west, craning to
see. The Wellesley girls scream. The runners are in sight! A singing, bubbly, fizzy sensation wells
up inside me. I lean forward. In the distance I see small wavering patches of white moving along
the road. I watch as they near. Sinewy men dressed in white cotton shorts and undershirts race
towards me along route 16.Loud, sharp clapping, shouts of encouragement and screams of
excitement explode around me. My breath catches. I’ve never seen people run like this before.
How strong they are! They run with such grace, balancing the motions of their arms and legs—
their heads scarcely bobbing. I’m surprised at how quiet their foot falls are. They make hardly any
sound at all. They are like wild animals running. I know how they feel; it is the way I feel when I
run, turned inward, listening to the inside of their bodies. Here at last are people who feel the
same way I do, who have integrated their minds, bodies and spirits into one perfect whole. They
too have rediscovered the original unity, which has been all but lost in modern society. Here are
people who share a vision of the courage, strength, and dignity it takes to live a life of integrity
and to run a race like this. The tremendous energy and power, juxtaposed with the vulnerability
and fleetingness of human existence, strikes me with peculiar poignancy.Something shifts deep



inside me. At this moment I know that I am meant to run this race. It makes no sense, there’s no
logic to my decision; it’s a mystical transformation, like falling in love. I see my own self in these
runners; I see my future opening up before me. As if called by some divine edict, impelled by
some primal unconscious sense, I realize that the decision has already been made deep inside
me, by a part of me much more fundamental, than my small ego. I know that I am meant to run
the Boston Marathon, the ultimate challenge. Even for men to run is outside the norm, and for a
woman to run a marathon is thought impossible.Fewer runners are passing by now, the
Wellesley coeds aren’t cheering as often, a few of them have drifted back to the dorm rooms. My
father and I turn away and walk back to the car. We don’t speak. I don’t tell him about my
decision to run in the race. He doesn’t reveal his thoughts to me. If he knew what I was thinking,
he would try to put a halt to it immediately. He and my mother... they would never approve of their
daughter daring to step outside the “normal” parameters society has laid down for women.I have
a profound love for my father. He’s the most brilliant man I’ve ever known, a research scientist
and a professor of Chemistry at Tufts University. He introduced me to the ethereal magic of
music and awesome mysteries of nature when I was just a toddler. As a young child I would
dance around the house listening to the thunderous music of Bach. I would run through the park
where my father first took me to experience the wonders of life rising up from the earth. We
would marvel at the animals that crept and flew about, aware that they shared their kingdom with
lumbering two-footed creatures. This is where I learned what it felt like to run free, blonde curls
bouncing around my head, my legs whirling as fast as a child’s possibly could, my young mind
filled with a joy and excitement that I was yet too young to verbalize. And my father was there,
always there, watching over me.When I was growing up my father was very motherly, and as I
matured, his attitude and behavior led to a dichotomy that caused a rift between us. Although as
a scientist and deep-thinker he had encouraged his only daughter to question the “whys” of the
universe. He was fiercely protective of me, to such an extent that eventually he would distance
himself so as not to be over-protective, leaving me confused and feeling vulnerable. He tended
to drive off the men in my life believing that none of them were good enough for me, yet he
expected me to marry, often telling me that he “had little use for spinsters.” And despite the fact
that he had inspired me to open my mind to the wonders of science and the mathematical
lyricism of music, he preferred that my mind be closed to any consideration of my living outside
societal norms. My father took a very dim view of any woman, particularly his daughter, having a
career. He had let me run loose in the park as a child but as I became a woman, he tried to break
my rebellious spirit.No, as much as I love him, I can’t tell my father, … nor can I tell my mother
that I’m going to run in the Boston Marathon. I will never confide in them, this will be my secret.
But I can’t wait to tell John.Chapter 2: The Minister’s SonMy dad and I walk in silence to a pale
yellow Volkswagen microbus, his pride and joy. He has overhauled it into something resembling
a ship’s cabin, replete with a folding bed and table, sink, water tanks and cupboards filled with
food, dishes, pots and pans. Despite his successful career, a chemist who had worked during
World War II on projects vital to our nation security, he secretly yearns to escape from everything



and let himself be the poet and musician his soul yearns to be, living in his converted camper on
a tropical island paradise.He drives us along a tortuous course of back streets, side alleys and
seldom-used roads. Dad prides himself on his knowledge of shortcuts; he can get anywhere in
Greater Boston without ever using a main road. We wind our way through the landscape of
ordinary, two-story homes built in the thirties and forties with their small, dirt-colored lawns,
along nondescript roads, flanked by frequently cracked sidewalks and neatly planted shade
maples, and finally emerge from the suburban maze in Winchester. We pull up in front of a
house with patches of peeling gray paint, and a front porch surmounted by a slanted peaked
roof, so that one could, in theory, sit out in the spring rain and contemplate the view.I jump down
out of the microbus and call out, “Gail! We’re home!” The children, Lorrie, Jimmy and Lisa skip
down the stairs to meet us. “Horsy-back ride! Horsy-back ride!” They shout out, vying to see
who’ll be the first to cling onto my back and be carried around the house at a fast gallop by a
pretend horse, who makes whinnying sounds.Gail Willard, her husband Dick and their children
are my temporary family; I’m the nanny, living in a converted coal bin in their cellar, while my
parents are on sabbatical in Florida. Dad has driven his beloved VW up from Florida and is
leaving it for me to use, should I need to. For the past seven months Dad and Mom have been in
Gainesville, where Dad has been studying physics at the university and writing a paper. Soon
they’ll relocate to spend the second half of the year in London; Dad will teach and study there at
Kings College. He plans to fly to England to meet my mother who is already there. Mom and Dad
never fly in the same plane, in case, God forbid, it might crash and they would be killed. By
always flying separately, they guarantee that one of them will be alive to take care of their
children. My parents haven’t noticed that my brother Paul and I are both adults, capable of taking
care of ourselves.After hugging my dad goodbye, eager to start the journey on which I’ve
decided to embark, I call out to Gail “I’ll see you in a couple of hours,” lace up my leather nurses'
shoes and take off running down the street. Rinty and Brigadoon, two neighborhood dogs
who’ve hung around with me ever since junior high catch me at the corner, and by the time we
reach the edge of the Fells Reservation, wilderness Indian land, a quarter-mile from the Willard
home, a half-dozen or so dogs have joined me, tails wagging, grinning up at me to show their
delight, all managing somehow to avoid entangling their legs in mine.My dogs and I enter the
woods where we are greeted by a sacred quiet. The dogs are silent; they too feel something
reverent here. We stop, all of us, human and canine animal and listen to the stillness, and then
we hear it: the low sad sound of a mourning dove, shimmering through the forest, bouncing from
tree to tree so that it’s nearly impossible to tell from where the mournful strain is coming. And,
now we hear more music... a cardinal’s melody and the primal staccato beat of the spring tree
frogs rising up into the cool air from the recently thawed swamp, where, just two months ago, the
children and I had skated.Above us is the yellow-green fuzz of the beginnings of summer’s
canopy of leaves. Below us, on the forest floor lie last year’s leaves; leaves for which the tree has
no further use; leaves that, for six months, have lain flattened by winter’s snow and ice; leaves
that are now revealed, naked, in the unsightly process of decay and degeneration, crumbling



apart into thin, umber, lacy skeletons, forgotten in the new rush of spring buds. In a few more
weeks a delicate carpet of lilies of the valley, foamflowers and dogtooth violets will sprout
miraculously from the brown litter of last years’ dead growth.The sides of this magnificent living
cathedral, this holy palace, are sturdy trunks with wide branches that reach like arms held up in
prayer, opening wider in adoration, up high and the even higher, right up against the sky. This is
a place filled with miraculous life that blooms and blossoms forth from itself, unfolding from the
inside out, not as a sculptor would impose form from the outside onto the formless clay, but as a
divine internal force bringing forth form, from the inside, that reveals itself slowly and wondrously
to the waiting world.Now, we begin to run again, and with each footfall, with each beat of my
heart, I feel a sense of peace. A calm fills me even as my lungs and heart begin to sing joyfully. I
love to work hard like this. Some inner spirit draws me on and on, deep into the woods. It is here,
running in the primordial forest that I feel most like myself. An all-encompassing love surrounds
me. I run on and on, and that love washes over me like baptismal water.I run until I can run no
more, then I flop down on the earth’s sacred body, and smell the sweet rich perfume of her
nourishing soil. I roll over, open to the broad, blue sky that stretches out above me, and I drift into
a reverie. I move my hand back and forth over my face, opening and closing my palm and
wonder: “How can my thoughts activate the nerves in my hand? How do I intend something?
How are the impulses of activity in my nerves seen subjectively by me as color, shape and form?
And who is this me, who sees, intends, perceives, thinks, and feels?” To me this is a mystery of
immense proportions, as wondrous as and overwhelming as existence itself.……Scrunch,
scrunch, scrunch. It’s later that evening, I’ve finished my run and am back at Gail’s, where, from
inside the coal bin, I hear the sound of John’s construction boots outside on the gravel
driveway.“If you're looking for Cinderella, she’s down in the coal bin,” Gail chirps out. A moment
later the back door opens and John ducks his head as he enters. “Heh! What ‘ya doin?” His gruff
voice has a note of protection and jealousy.“Painting.”John flops down onto the day bed that
serves as my couch during the day and would be my bed at night except that I’ve taken to
sleeping outside in the backyard under the stars. He looks over at my latest painting then at the
space around him. “This looks like a cave,” he observes, “with cave paintings,” and he sweeps
his hand back and forth in the air, like a docent, referring to the mural of trees, flower and
animals that I’ve painted on the walls.“What are these?” he asks, picking up one of several clay
sculptures.“Heads of people I see on the subway when I go back and forth to the Museum
School.”“This one looks like President Johnson.”“It is President Johnson.”“I’m betting he wasn’t
on the subway.”“Wise guy.” I bop him on the head with a feather pillow.“And what’s this?” He
picks up the top book from a stack on the table that doubles as my desk. “Descartes? He
touches the next book, and then each one in the pile. Anatomical drawing? Fundamental
Physics? Biology?”John turns his attention to the furnace in the corner and asks suspiciously:
“Bobby Lou, what is all the bedding draped on the furnace?”“My bedroll.”“Why is it on the
furnace?”“It got wet last night.”“Was there a leak in here?”I smile sweetly and answer: “No, it
rained and I haven’t yet mastered the art of tucking the tarp over and around me.”“What do you



mean? Were you outside?”“Yeah, I always sleep outside.”John stares at me incredulously. “Even
in the rain?”“Rain, snow, summer’s heat.”“What on earth for?”I feel exposed and vulnerable,
being examined this way, as if hundreds of little ants are running over me. I want so much to
share my love of the earth with John in a way that he will understand. “Because I love the earth,” I
begin. “I want to experience it in all it seasons… We’re here on this planet for some inexplicable
reason, for a very short period of time, and I, for one, want to make the most of it. When I’m
outside I fall asleep looking up into the mystery of the infinite universe. Outside I feel the
nourishing spring rain, the brutal winter cold, the crisp tang of autumn, and now I feel the rebirth
of life. But I just didn’t get the tarp quite right last night... usually I’m dry, warm and cozy.”John’s
mystified look is replaced by a grin that softens and opens his face from ear to ear, stubbly chin
to strong, unlined forehead. “Come here,” he coos, pulling me close, “You're the funniest person
I’ve ever known.”We start to wrestle and play on the couch, and just as we begin kissing the kids
rumble down the cellar stairs, the dogs burst in the back door and we’re suddenly inundated in a
heap of laughing, wagging bodies.……“How about we stop at Chick’s Roast Beef?” John hollers
over his shoulder. The wind catches his words and they tumble about, flying past my ears, I can
barely hear over the roar of the motorcycle engine. It’s a few weeks after the marathon, and John
and I have headed out of town to the coast, to Gloucester.A half an hour later we pull up in front
of the one of the ubiquitous, shiny, metal railroad dining cars, one of hundreds of similar diners
sitting anchored to the ground in towns and villages through out the country. The smell of fish
permeates this particular hamlet, a classic old fishing port.The diner’s nearly empty save for two
fishermen hunched over at the counter, scooping clam chowder through their salt and pepper
beards. We walk to the two stools farthest from the door and that’s when John notices the
newspaper strewn along the counter top, the bold headline font proclaiming: “War Protesters
Burn Draft Cards!” And in that short time, John’s attitude changes, the day has darkened and, as
we step up and slide on the stools, he hisses at me under his breath, “This damn war! What a
waste of lives, money, everything. Every fiber of my being says it’s wrong. Once I graduate I’ll be
eligible for the draft.” His words just hang there, ominously.“Oh John, what will you do?”“I don’t
know. Go to jail. I don't know. But I do know that I refuse to fight in this immoral war.”We each
order a slice of custard pie and a cup of coffee. “Half coffee and lots of cream.” I request. “I can't
drink this stuff, but I like to see the galaxy form when I pour in the cream.”Then we hear it: spat
out like someone trying to dislodge phlegm from their throat, “Bunch of hippies, draft dodgers.” It
comes from one of the fishermen, who never glances up from his bowl of chowder. He gestures
towards the newspaper.“Yeah, those pups don’t know what a real war is.” Like his companion,
the fisherman acknowledges no one with his eyes, only the bowl in front of him.“The Soviet
Union and China, they’d take Vietnam in the a minute if we weren’t there. Those damn
communists. They're everywhere. They’ll take over the world if we don’t fight.”“They tell us we’re
fighting to free the South Vietnamese,” one of the fishermen grumbles, “but we’re really there for
the tin and oil. That’s what I think.... ”“You know if we leave there’ll be blood bath. The
Cambodians will invade.”“Sure, I know that. But do these hippie draft dodgers? Do they even



care?” He whacks the newspaper with his hand.John and I get up and move to a table by the
window but the damage has been done. His hand shakes as he lifts his fork.I struggle to
understand and to know what is really true. War horrifies me and I believe there must be a better
way to resolve conflicts, but how? Wal, my dear friend, is in the Navy somewhere in the Pacific.
My father ardently believes that this war is to protect the Vietnamese and to save the world from
the threat of a Communist totalitarian global empire. What is true?I know that, right now, John
and I have to finish quickly and be on our way. “Let’s get out of here and go for a run,” I
say.Twenty minutes later we park the cycle on the edge of Dog Town Common and he
complains, “Oh boy, I shouldn’t have eaten so much pie.”“Me either,” I groan as we start running
up the rocky trail on the wild granite outcropping.“Until I met you, I hadn’t run a step since high
school. You're really whipping me into shape,” John grins. The scene at the diner has dissolved,
for the time being, into the background.“Good.”“Tell me again how you got involved in this
insanity?” His words are staccato; he’s already breathing hard.“I loved to run as a kid. I’d see a
green field and I’d feel so much joy at its beauty that I’d just have to tear across it at top speed.
Everyone else stopped running after high school... but I never stopped.” The trail is getting
steeper, and it’s becoming harder for me to talk. “And then I met.. Will.... He ran.. cross-country at
Tufts... the only way I ... got to see him... was to run.... after him.. when he trained.”“Do you ever
hear from him?”“No.”“Good.”Now we run in silence. From behind me I hear John’s breathing. I
glance around at his face, so serious as he focuses on every step. His brown hair is dampening
as it falls over his forehead, and in those few brief moments before I look ahead again, I feel a
sudden jolt of love for this handsome, square-faced man with his broad shoulders and elegant
hands. He isn’t as glamorous and unattainable as Will, but he’s solid and good.Soon we emerge
from the underbrush at Whale’s Jaw, a towering granite boulder left by the last retreating glacier
nine thousand years before. John clambers up and I follow. We straddle the top, feeling the
rough granite on our legs and hands. We look out at the landscape below. The wind blows
against the places where our skin is bare. I shiver. To the north is Essex Bay and beyond that is
Ipswich Bay, two cold dark blue lines along the horizon. John puts his arm around me as we
huddle together against the chill.“I’ll tell you a secret, if you tell me one, “ I flirt coquettishly with
John and snuggle closer.“OK. Shoot.”“I’m going to run the Boston Marathon,” I grin up at him,
thinking that I might as well have told him I was pregnant.“You're what! You’re nuts, Bobby Lou.
Certifiable. This is proof. Twenty-six miles three hundred and eighty-five yards. No way.”“John,
please don’t tell anyone. If my parents knew they’d have me locked up for sure.”Silence, only the
wind has a comment as it swirls around us. Finally I ask: “OK, what’s your secret?”“I can’t
compete with that.”“This isn’t a competition.”Silence again and then: “OK, true confessions. I ...
uh.. I uh... I think about you everyday... and...”He draws me closer. A flood of warmth envelopes
me, a mixture of embarrassment, fear, love and desire.We are silent again for several
minutes.Finally, John asks: “How can I help?”“Help what?”“Help you run the Marathon.”I’m
surprised at his enthusiasm. “We could measure off distances with your cycle and you could
drop me off and I could run home, each time further and further, you know?”“Yeah Bobby Lou,



we could do that.”My journey has begun. Do I dare hope that I won’t be alone?Chapter 3: Why
Create All This Wonder and Glory?That evening I work on my sculpture of President Johnson. I
sprinkle the sienna brown clay with water to soften it. I like the way it smells like earth. For
thousands of years women have used the clay of the earth to fashion pots, plates, bowls, and,
no doubt, to sculpture.Studying the photos in the newspaper, I work the clay. As I work a
peaceful feeling descends around me. The words stop. The lamplight gently falls on my hands
and on the clay. I hear the subtle sounds of the household: the gurgle and clamor of water
flowing through metal pipes, the creak of wooden floor, the shouts of the children, and the
murmur of the TV. Outside I hear the sounds of the woods in the back yard the pulsing beat of
the tree frogs, a primal sound, the promise of new life, eternally reborn again and again for
millions and millions of years.The sound of the wind in the trees is different now. Gone is the wild
eerie whine and terrible roar of winter’s gales tearing at the bare branches. Now the wind is
gentle and soothing as it caresses the newly burgeoning maple florets and fragile new leaves,
which even in the dark are pushing through their confining bud cases and growing out into their
first night.Feeling tired, I wrap the clay in moist towels. I carry my bedroll out into the soft velvety
darkness and look up in wonder at the stars that sparkle across the sky, dancing behind the dark
limbs of the maple tree. As I carefully make my bed, covering it with a tarp, folding the edges
under, and snuggle down inside, a feeling of contentment fills me.Suddenly I am aware of being
out in the Universe here. Its mystery surrounds and fills me. I feel the earth beneath my back, the
comfort and huge heaviness of it. I feel a loving presence out here in the dark. It is the creative
force and power of all this wonder and glory. I’m not sure who or what God is, but here in this
drab suburban back yard I find myself immersed in the majesty and beauty of the entire
universe.How did all this wonder and glory get here and why?I adjust my binoculars and look
deep into space. I feel the immensity of the universe stretching away into infinite space.Why
bother will all this? Why bother to create all these burning stars? Just the creative effort to make
one photon is beyond belief and here are uncountable numbers of photons, and atoms of all
sorts. Who or what would have the intelligence necessary to design all this and what would have
the power to bring it into existence?I want to experience all this to the fullest, while I can.I shut
my eyes and instead of seeing an empty blackness, I see the most exquisite patterns made of
tiny pixels of different colored light. The ever-changing patterns well up from some internal
source more complex and beautiful than oriental rugs, one after the other, blue featherlike
patterns breaking into sweeping shades of ochre and orange, while pale green fringes like
delicate lacework slowly form along the sides. The beauty of these designs is magnificent. How I
wish I could paint them, but whenever I try, they change, and my crude brush strokes cannot
capture the intricate delicacy of these sublime patterns. Beauty within and beauty without, so
much beauty is given to me. A sense of wonder and gratitude fills me as I lie in the dark in my
cozy bedroll in the Willards’ unpretentious back yard, where the swing, made of a flat wooden
board hitched to two ropes tied to a high tree branch, waits for tomorrow’s children.……The next
day I get up early and begin training for the Boston Marathon. I have no idea how to train, no



running clothes, no running shoes. I run in nurses’ shoes and a black tank top bathing suit over
which I pull some shorts and a cotton shirt.“I suppose I just go further each day,” I muse out loud
to my canine friends whose furry bodies press against my legs.I enter the forest. The air is quiet
and moist, cold on my bare face and hands. The smells of the primal woodland are dank, filled
with the musky scent of old decaying leaves.I feel the soft dirt of the trail under my feet and hear
the padding of my own feet mingled with the sounds of canine paws. I lean forward. My body
picks up the rhythm of my arms and legs moving. My heart beats, my lungs expand and contract.
The rush of cool fresh air in followed by the rush of warm air out is a song my body sings.Around
me swirl the intricate ever-changing forms and patterns of the late April woodland. The brown-
barked trunks of the burgeoning trees stand like sentinels protecting the tiny, emergent new life.
The silent trees herald the spring, touching the sky with their fingertips. The wind rushes by my
ears when I run making a flam, flam, flam sound. An invisible body of air wraps coolly around my
own body bringing news of other places, of lands to the south already green, warm and moist.
Delicate beige, mauve, purple, ochre and ecru tints blend together in an array of exquisite forms,
which flip by my eyes like a movie film, somehow relaxing and healing my mind.I have made this
secret discovery: that running in the woods with the dogs restores me, relieves all the stresses of
suburban life, and fills me with a sense of freedom and happiness.I’m now twenty-one years old,
and I’ve been running in the woods like this for the last ten years alone, solitary, secretly. I’m
rediscovering something here that has been all but lost in modern society. I’m reconnecting with
ancient roots, to a time when women were goddesses and ran through the woods with their
hunting dogs, a time when the wonders of the earth were new and their causes mysterious. I’m
recovering from a thousand years of civilization and reconnecting with an ancient human
potential, some primal unity of mind, body and spirit, lost in modern society.But today is
different.Yesterday I was just running for the sake of running, and for the peace it brings and the
time it allows for thinking. Today I have a purpose, a goal. It is the first time in my life that I’ve
decided on my own on a long term goal—something that I want to accomplish for myself—
something that I will work on bit by bit until I accomplish.I think back to March of 1964 when I first
heard of the Boston Marathon.“You who love to run, have never heard of the Boston Marathon?”
Pa Usher had been surprised.I shook my head.The light had shone through the tall windows
falling on the breakfast table, lighting up the glassware with what felt to me like love. I felt a sense
of peace here in this kitchen, with the Ushers, as if I’d escaped back in time to a place where the
hustle of modern life fell away and only the peace of green things growing was left.“Every April
on Patriots Day they run twenty-six miles from Hopkinton to Boston.”“Twenty-six miles, without
stopping?” I was incredulous. “How do they keep going so long?”“Go out at see it. It’s open to
anyone in the world. As far as I know it’s the only race like it anywhere. I used to watch it as a
boy...”“Coffee?” Momsey asked.And that had led to my father and me going to see the Marathon,
an event that has changed my life.A granite ledge dripping with recently melted snow juts up to
the right. Primitive green moss and lichen cling to it, while the bended heads of newly emerging
fern fronds begin to show in the sunny sheltered nooks of its crevasses. I breathe deeply of the



moist earthy scent and feel a tingle of excitement wash through me.Today I will run all the way to
the fire tower. This is my short-term goal. As I push up the hill I feel tired. My legs are straining.
I’m not sure if I can do it. Breathing hard I feel my arms pumping and aching. I’m tempted to stop.
Who will know after all; I’m all alone? ... I will know. If I’m going to run twenty-six point two miles, I
have to train all the way to the end. Finally I reach the top. I catch my breath and feel a
triumphant sense of accomplishment.I jog slowly down the other side into a small valley.Bending
low, I feel the scratch of brittle twigs against my side. Finding a dry patch of leaves, I lie face
down and inhale the scent of old dusty leaves and pungent earth. I watch in amazement the
private lives of hundreds of insects, newly hatched, scuttle about under the overturned leaves.
There is curious intimacy in the small places of the woods, the crevassed bark of an ancient oak
tree, the moist corners of woodland puddles. The sunlight creeps softly into each cranny
caressing, touching the waiting bits of living plants, with its invisible hands, giving them the light
they need to grow.The earth is an ancient, miraculous place where life flourishes ever new.
Pouring down from above and bursting forth from within, resplendent in the trees and bushes, far
flung across the sky, some wordless Loving Presence comes to me in these quiet
moments.After a few minutes the dogs gather around me, wagging their tails and grinning at me,
their pink tongues lolling out as they pant. I smell their wet fur, and see their furry bodies as
masses of brown, white and gold. They nose me with wet black noses and gaze at me with
loving, shiny brown eyes, as if to say, “Get up! Get up! Come on the day is young, there are
hours ahead of us and miles of trails to explore.”“OK, OK,” I grunt, jumping up, restless to run
again. How quickly the wetness inside my clothes cools, when I stop running. My leather nurses’
shoes are covered with mud. My white socks are brown with grime; my shorts and shirt are
spattered with dirt. I run with no trails to guide me, ducking under low hanging hemlock
branches, smelling the sweet, tangy turpentine scent of pine. I feel the soft brush of their tiny flat
green needles across my arms and face; I touch their thick, heavy, broad trunks with my bare
hands. I break off a green lacy twig and chew on it, savoring the spicy fresh flavor, feeling for a
moment like a deer.I clamber up over the rock ledges to the top, and run along the crevassed
granite looking out over the tops of bare, lavender and taupe trees that branch up, like nerves, in
forked, dendritic patterns. I feel the rhythm of my body picking up speed and the tingling of each
and every cell as blood courses happily along its branching veins and arteries. When I run free
and happy like this in the woods I discover a deeper truer core to my own being. This is me, wild
and free, running through the woods with the neighborhood dogs.Chapter 4: Home in My
CaveHome again in my cave, I feel a sense of satisfaction and security. Above I hear the muffled
scuffle of shoes and outside I hear again the sad, mournful, sound of the mourning dove, a
sweet sound that reverberates with the poignancy of the passage of time. I snap on the desk
light and observe the pool of yellowy light that plays over the grained wood. My biology book lies
open. On the corner of the desk is a pile of philosophy books including a paperback book of
essays by Sartre, Soren Kierkegaard’s Sickness Unto Death, a Book by Karen Horney, a
hardbound copy of Descartes works, a book on calculus, my physics book by Jay Orear, with its



dog-eared, scribbled on, well-read pages, Einstein’s small paperback on Relativity, the musical
score for Bach’s Mass in b minor, and assorted other text books.The rectangular window is full
of flowerpots and enthusiastically growing geraniums. I glance out the window to the backyard, a
muddy area, worn from children’s games, next to the garage, and a wooded area behind that.In
the far corner of my room is a set of shelves with a dozen clay sketches of heads, and the bust of
President Johnson. The bust is draped with wet cloth to keep the clay moist and workable. On
the walls I’m painting murals of deep magical forests, with thriving plants and mysterious
animals. On the floor lie some paintings of geraniums and a painting that I’m doing for my father,
of an apple and a candle. Tubes of paint of different colors, ultramarine, phalo blue, emerald
green, medium yellow, cobalt, burnt sienna, ochre, crimson lie side by side on the floor, where
the afternoon sun touches each of them in turn as the earth turns. Propped against the back wall
are some abstract paintings of what look like complex oriental rug forms mixed with biological
shapes. These are my feeble attempts to capture my closed eyed visions.Then through the half
opened inner door, as my eyes adapt to the dark, I see the furnace with my sleeping roll draped
over it. I wonder if it is dry yet from last night.I think back to September 1963, when I first moved
in with the Willards. When I first started sleeping outside, I’d look out at the moon shining behind
the dark veil of scudding clouds that, as they passed, revealed the silvery disc. The stars and
brilliant planets glittered through the bare branches of trees. I’d feel the air blow across the face
of the earth and touch my own face as I’d lie looking out into the heavens. I’d feel a primal thrill of
knowing that I am alive on this magical planet and part of all this wonder.I watched the leaves
turn yellow, orange, then red. I felt the way they felt as they let go and fell down in random array
and lie flat on the ground, waiting to become next year’s soil. I rejoiced in the flooding, healing,
cleansing autumn rains that came in November, beating down on barren racks of trees, and
testing my ability to make a water tight sleep roll. In the winter the soft snow fell onto my
upturned face and silently covered me, as I lie warm inside my sleeping roll. The winds of March
and the rains of April brought the new hope of spring. And, now delicate new living green grows
on the tips of every twig. I feel alive when I sleep outside in the wondrous, living realm of
nature.But I want to know more. I want to experience more fully this great loving source of all
creation. What is it? Even as a toddler I’d felt this all-present love around me, especially when I
was with Nana, my father’s mother. I still remember the way she held me in her arms and
showed me the wonder of the catbird, who ate raisins out of her hand. She would walk with me
in her gardens and show me the beauties of the tulips, begonias, snapdragons, the Scottish
heather, the wild blueberry bushes, from which we picked the luscious fruit, and the sweet
raspberries, hidden in the damp place along the stone wall that Grampy had built.I’d felt that
same love pouring down in the sunshine that had shimmered, translucent green, through the
leaves of the towering chestnut tree in our backyard in Watertown, the first home I remember. My
dad would take me on his lap and tell me the story of Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony. The world
was inhabited by an invisible love that was everywhere just behind what I could see, hear, touch,
feel and taste.My sense of being surrounded by some sort of huge invisible love did not fit with



any of the stories I was being read about religion, and yet as I grew, my love for nature grew and
so did my sense of some sort of Presence of Love everywhere, just behind what I could see. My
running was a direct result of this sense of love. My running was a way to express my feelings of
delight in being alive. When as a toddler I’d taken my first steps I was thrilled with this new-found
ability to move. I’d move my legs, and lo the entire world around me would move. My mother
despaired of ever making me hold still. I’d wriggle away and whoosh, I’d be gone, skimming
along as fast as my legs could move across the great expanse of green growing grass.By the
time I reached junior high school I’d discovered that running and thinking went well together. I’d
take off up into the woods again and again, day after day, and as I ran I would think. My friend,
Richard, took to stopping by my house on the way to school and we would walk together
discussing such topics as “Is there a purpose to life?” “What is the soul?” “Where were we before
we were born?” “Is there a God?” After school I’d go up into the woods, and think about these
matters long and hard as I ran. I’d also work through any problems I’d encountered during the
day, and any injustices I’d incurred at home at the hands of my loving parents. Running made all
the stresses of the day disappear.I kept my woodland retreat and expanded my range, running
further and further, exploring new trails. I also began to think about science and philosophy more
seriously. I remember my sense of amazement when my father had taken me to the museum of
Science.“Come, I want you to see this,” he’d said mysteriously.We had entered an open room
with a very high ceiling and sand scattered on the floor, as if it were a child’s sand box. In the
very center of the room hung a metal container with a funnel on its bottom, suspended from a
long wire that was attached to a ball bearing in the ceiling.“Foucault’s Pendulum… Help me fill
the bob,” my Dad had said bending over and scooping up sand with one of the several scoops
lying about. We filled the bob with sand and brushed the excess sand off the floor.“Now,” said my
Dad, grabbing the bob. “We walk it back to the corner and let it go.”I watched as the pendulum
bob moved back and forth, spraying out a line of sand onto the floor.I looked at my dad as if to
say, “OK, What’s so special about this?”“Just keep watching he said.”After a while the most
amazing thing began to happen: the pendulum began to change its course. Gradually as we
watched, the angle of the bob’s trajectory began to shift. We could see how the sand trace left by
the bob no longer went from corner to corner of the room but gradually made a larger and larger
angle with its original trace. The bob was still swinging back and forth, but the angle of its trace
was changing.“What do you suppose is causing that?” my Dad asked me.I looked up at the
ceiling and could see nothing that would cause the wire to shift. I wondered if as the bob became
lighter that would cause its trajectory to change, but that made no sense.“Maybe the room is
somehow changing,” I mumbled.“Close, close,” my Dad smiled.“Then the room is changing?” I
surmised, thinking it might be on some kind of rotating device like a large lazy Susan.“Not just
the room... What is the room attached to?”“The room is attached to the building.... and the
building is attached to the earth... and the earth is..………….. rotating.”Suddenly my mind flew
off into space and I looked down at the room in which my father and I stood, and I saw the
pendulum moving back and forth along the same course as the earth turned under it. A shot of



excitement and happiness bubbled through my solar plexus. That is amazing! I could see that
the bob somehow was in constant communication with the entire universe and was orienting
itself towards the whole universe, even as the earth turned under it.Afterwards as my father and I
walked together through the halls I felt the entire universe arrayed around us. There were stars
above our heads and stars below our feet and stars on sides of us. There were dark places
between the stars that somehow had some kind of existence like dark jello. We were not just
walking up Massachusetts Avenue. We were walking through the stars and, like the pendulum, I
began to orient myself not just to the local scene, but to the entire universe.This orientation has
stayed with me ever since. This is why I love to sleep out in the stars at night, where I feel close
to the miraculous creator of all this sublime wonder. I’d felt this everywhere I went, even
sometimes in study hall at school, where I’d watch the sunlight pour down through the high
cafeteria windows and the shadows creep across the tables. I’d feel the same awe I might feel in
a church.That same year, 1956, my mother’s father died. We had called him, Grandpop. He was
a tall bald man with an intermittent stutter who had worked in Washington D.C. and was
passionate about politics. Every dinner table conversation was a debate and regurgitation of the
latest happening in the Capitol. He loved American musicals and used to dance around
awkwardly as he played a record of Oklahoma, on his state-of-the-art victrola. A photograph on
the bureau in their upstairs bedroom suite showed him as a handsome young man standing next
to a fulsome beauty, a large-boned, strong woman with a steady direct gaze, my grandmother,
Grandmom, taken in that unimaginable time before I was born, when she was young.Grandpop
was a writer. The clackety click sounds of his professional typewriter issued incessantly from his
upstairs study, where, because of a sacroiliac dislocation, he stood up to type. He wrote many
plays and books, mostly about politics, the protagonist being an idealistic young man fighting
corruption and scandal. He never published, and let himself be supported by his devoted,
wealthy wife.His death had seemed unreal to me. He had lain in his upstairs bed dying of
pancreatic cancer while Grandmom cared for him for many months. At the funeral I’d pressed
close to Nana nuzzling into her black wool overcoat for comfort as the February air chilled us.
Little did I realize that this was only the beginning of the dying. I had begun to see that death as
well as life was part of a universal pageant that extended from the tiniest atom to the far reaches
of the cosmos.In the summer of 1956, my parents sent me to a camp in Vermont. As a child I’d
loved horses. And that love continued into adolescence. Though homesick at first, I soon grew to
love this horseback riding camp and its director, Audrey. Here I could ride horses, canoe, sail,
hike, water-ski, play tennis and run across the grassy hills and through the wild forests.Every
Sunday we would hold vespers out on the hill, where the horse pasture was. Audrey would
speak about life, spirit, love and friendship in a way that would have us all in tears. Overhead the
stars and the night wind seemed to be part of the universal love that filled the world. We would
sing together, as we learned and grew, never thinking of endings, until the last campfire of the
summer, which was like a death, a tragic ending filled with crying campers. Life’s poignancy and
brevity was being forced upon me, juxtaposed with this huge vast love that I felt



everywhere.During the winters I worked to save up enough money to go to camp. And in the
summers I gloried in new-found friends and in my growing spiritual connection with life and with
nature.When in Miss Bailey’s English Class, in ninth grade I’d first read John Muir’s writings, I
recognized him as a kindred soul, just as I had Thoreau and Emerson, who wrote in the vein of
the New England Transcendentalists. Muir felt the same kind of religious or spiritual awe as I felt
in nature. He felt the presence of the Divine Creator expressed in every rock, stone, plant and
animal, just as I did. But I felt it on the subway too and with the people I love. Sometimes I’d feel
this same gigantic, invisible love fill our living room where my mother and father would sit in
armchairs and my brother Paul and I would sit on the couch or sprawl on the floor, listening to
music and reading. I heard it in the music of Bach. I heard it when my father would play
Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata on our family piano and fill the house with music.In high school,
as I learned more about science, my wonder at the miracle of this incredible creation grew. I’d
marvel that there were atoms and that the atoms were such that they built up in octaves, with
increasing numbers of protons and neutrons in the nuclei and increasing numbers of electrons in
the shells surrounding the nuclei. It seemed to me astounding that the world should be created
so that this was so. What could have ever thought up such a system? And why? Or if nothing
thought it up, how did all these atoms get here, and why the way they are and not some other
way? I studied biology and thought about what life is. What really is life? My discoveries amazed
me and filled me with awe.In physics class, at the Tufts School of Special Studies, where I
studied from the fall of 1961 to the spring of 1964, I marveled at the wonder of gravity and spent
many hours throwing rocks up and watching the perfect parabola unfold. I thought about gravity
and mass. Why is the inertial mass always equal to the gravitational mass? I thought about
elementary particles. Could there really be so many of them? Could there be a smallest particle?
What would it be like? I thought about the constant speed of light and marveled that light
traveled at the fastest speed possible. How could all this wonder have got here and why is it the
way it is and not some other way?Chapter 5: Route Thirty-EightIt is impossible to separate my
running from my love of life. My running is simply an extension of my life and of my celebration of
the fundamental mystery of life. And yet as I grew towards adulthood, I realized that something
was seriously wrong with the lifestyle that the fifties had planned for me. It was a kind of
impersonal life that I was supposed to live that was cut off, severed from, the intrinsic reality of
my own personal life. It was a kind of social charade I would be required to play, a role
prescribed by society, at the expense and the sacrifice of my authentic self. The sense became
more urgent as I grew that I could not live the life that society had planned for me as a woman
and that I would have to either escape, or change society into something where I, and those like
me, could live without having to sacrifice their real selves.Now that I am training for Boston my
running has taken on a new dimension, an inchoate motion towards an integration of my
running, as an expression of life and nature, with the human world, for at last I’ve found people
who run, people who feel the same way as I do about life. I am impelled by some internal
passion to run with them in a celebration of this vision of what it means to be a human animal on



this earth, moving across the surface of the earth on foot, breathing the air of the earth. I want to
share my running with others. I want everyone to feel the same sense of joy of life, and
happiness that I feel when I run. That running is a competition hardly crosses my mind. Of
course I want to run as fast and as strong as I can and to finish as well in the race as I can, but I
don’t think of myself as running against the other runners, rather I want to run with them, to
participate in that river of moving runners that has inspired me with such irresistible power.It is
now May 1964 and the world is in bloom, perfumed by the sweet scent of apple blossoms. Like a
green dragon, the land has put on new scales and breathes with new life. It exhales its cool
breath of fog from its mouth, the swamps. It sprouts green grass, like fur, from its body, the hills.
And it covers its nakedness with verdant, veined leaves.John and I are headed out Route Thirty-
Eight on his cycle, measuring off eight miles.“It’s amazing when you think the atmosphere is only
twenty miles high,” I observe, when at last we stop. “Less than the distance of the
marathon.”“Eight miles is a long way. Are you sure you can do it?”“No. I’m not sure at all. That’s
why I want to try...”“I hate to leave you here by yourself, just arbitrarily like this...”“It’s not arbitrary,
it’s exactly eight miles to the Willards’ house...”“OK. I’ll meet you there.”I dismount from the back
of the cycle and stand on the side of the road.“See ya later,” John calls over his shoulder as he
roars off. I hold my breath until the exhaust fumes dissipate.With John gone, a sudden alone
feeling comes over me here in a place I’ve never been before, I feel like a stray dog or cat, cast
off by an ungrateful owner, having to make its way in a strange place. But of course that is
ridiculous. I shake off the thought. I miss John. I miss the dogs. I’m not use to running without the
dogs, outside of my magical woodland kingdom. I’m not used to running along streets and
sidewalks, dodging cars, smelling the toxic fumes of exhaust, having people stare at me. I yearn
for the quiet and privacy and beauty of my woodland retreat.The sidewalk is hard under my feet,
not like the soft, comforting elastic feel of turf. The sunlight harshly glitters on the metallic finish
of cars and trucks. The air rumbles with the sounds of internal combustion engines. Slowly I
start, putting one foot in front of the other, doggedly trotting along the side of the road, finding
gravel and sand to run on when possible.Eight miles! I wonder if my body will make it or if I will
collapse or have a heart attack or a stroke. I’m going into new territory, expanding my limits, not
knowing the results. On and on I trot feeling like a wild animal who has strayed off the trail.I’d first
run cross-country with Will, whom I’d met the fall of 1962. Will and I had met in the Tufts
University Library. One day as I was studying physics, he had sauntered in and draped his suede
jacket over the chair next to me. I liked his chiseled face, gentle brown eyes and sinewy
body.“Hey would you like to come with me and play the chimes?” he’d asked.We had clambered
up the stairs of the chapel bell tower.“Where’s the music?” I’d asked, thrilled by the bird’s view of
campus that stretched out breathlessly below.“There’s no music,” he had replied.I looked
confused.“We make it up.”This guy was a little weird, but I liked him.The keyboard was a
contraption of wooden levers and looked to me sort of like a loom. He took the bass and I took
the treble and together we covered the campus with the most amazing sounds ever to issue
forth from a bell tower.Several days later we met again in the physic building and decided to



explore. Up and up we clambered the stairs until we came to a small door. Here was someone
capable of getting into as much trouble as I… My mother would just love this….We cracked
open the door and discovered a room, replete with a disintegrating arm chair, a stool that looked
out over a built in desk, through small windows out over Somerville to Boston.The attic became
our hideout and here we met after classes.One day he arrived carrying a bag of some grayish
brown stuff, which he plopped down on the desk in front of me, like a caveman bringing home
the evening kill.“Clay!” he exclaimed.We sat and modeled figures for the rest of the afternoon.
Over the next months I made dozens of clay heads of people I saw on the subway.When Wal
first told me that he ran long distance I had been amazed that anyone could run for five miles
without stopping. It was soon clear that if I wanted to see Wal I would have to run, since that is all
he seemed to do. At first, I’d puffed and moaned, struggling to keep up with him. He would loop
around and catch me. But gradually he would make smaller and smaller loops and eventually I
was keeping up with him. I remember the first time I’d run all the way from my house in
Winchester to the physics building. I worked hard on my courses: physics, Spanish, calculus,
biology and philosophy.In the spring of 1963 Will had graduated. We had met again in Nova
Scotia in the summer of 1963. I’d taken the Bluenose ferry over from Bar Harbor and had been
camping and hiking in the pristine forests, when suddenly a car screeched to a stop and out
jumped Will. We walked along the road and camped at night in the forests together. We followed
the shore around to Digby. There we’d taken the ferry back to the mainland and hitched a ride to
Boston with a trucker. I knew that he and I were friends, like brother and sister. It was not a
romantic relationship. And yet I felt a strange kind of passionate love for him. I learned later that
he had joined the Navy and that was the last I’d seen of him.Now as I run, following Route Thirty-
Eight, I remember how Will and I had explored Boston and the suburbs together on foot. I
wonder what he would think of my plans to run Boston?Then the thought of John flickers through
my head. It’s been almost a year since we met.I remember back to the time John and I first
met:I’d gone to Rockport to visit Grampy after Wal had left. It was the summer of 1963, six years
after Nana’s death.“Be careful on the rocks, sweetheart,” Grampy had called out after me.“OK
Grampy!” I shouted as I walked through Nana’s gardens down to the shore of Sandy Bay and
eased myself over the seaweed covered granite rocks, into the water, cold even in July.Lost in a
reverie, I paddled through this serene, quiet underwater world. I rounded the rocky promontory
and moved slowly into the cove. Rockfish tickled my arms and legs as they nosed about for food.
Underwater, barnacles opened their two white shells and waved their tiny blue fingers back and
forth catching microscopic sandwiches for lunch. Mahogany mussels clung to the rocks. Conical
periwinkles pensively perambulated with the utmost slowness, on their self produced streets of
slime, as if their little world were all there were, and they were the most important things in it.
Iridescent seaweeds, blue, green and gold, swayed sensuously and a mottled crab scuttled
sideways, I broke through the surface for a breath. The frigid temperature was slowing my
muscles down.Guitar music and singing voices across the cove attracted my attention. Two
young men sat on the opposite shore. Curious, I paddled into the Seaward Cove. Strains of Bob



Dylan reached my ears. “How many seas must the wild duck swim before she can rest in the
sand? And how many years must someone exist before they call him a man? And how many
deaths will it take before we know that too many people have died?…”Grabbing the seaweed in
my fists, I pulled myself up on a submerged boulder in the middle of the cove and lie warming
myself in the sun. I watched the yellowish brown seaweed, with its gelatinous floatation sacs,
undulate back and forth with each sighing rise and fall of the water, like breathing.“Hey! Hey!”I
looked up. One of the men on the rock was calling. I squinted.“Hey!” he called again. “Come on
over!”I squirmed off the seaweed and swam over. The young man reached a hand down and I
grabbed him, wrist to wrist and he pulled me, dripping out of the water onto the rocks. I looked
into his pale, square face and blue eyes. He looked like a pilgrim. Some spark of recognition
kindled between us. We stood face to face, grinning at each other, not knowing what to say. I was
almost naked, in my black tank-top bathing suit as I stood shivering and turning blue with cold.
He flung a towel around my shoulders.“I’m John,” he said.That was the beginning.John and I had
met again in September walking up Fenwick Ave. As it turned out we were both headed for the
Usher’s house. I’d felt a twinge of jealousy as I suspected he was going to see Leslie, the
younger sister of my friend, Debby.The Usher’s big yellow farmhouse had been a haven for me
during high school. The familiar earthy smell of the back room, the dark comfortable feel of the
old house engulfed us as we entered. The high ceiling of the kitchen gave a sense of
spaciousness to the cluttered room. Light from the tall glass-paned window played over the oval
wooden table that was covered with dishes, letters falling into the butter dish, cups, plates, a
scattered newspaper. Lucky, the fat black and brown shorthaired hound greeted us, wriggling
her body as she wagged her tail.Momsey Usher was at the sink, washing dishes by hand in the
old white enamel pan, wearing rubber gloves. Pa was sitting at the head of the table with the
window behind him though which sunlight flooded the room, juxtaposing the sensation of a
church, lit from on high, with the domestic everyday life. I felt a kind of loving presence here too.
Momsey turned and greeted us, her dark eyes glistening, her dark hair pulled back in a tight
bun.“Coffee?” she smiled, grabbing an old chipped, speckled blue enamel pot off the converted
woodstove, that now sported a gas burner and a row of white enamel handles through which the
silent blue flame could be regulated.“So you two know each other?” Pa exclaimed.The sunlight
caught the edge of the cut glass cream pitcher and sent a shower of rainbow colors over the
walls and floor. I knew that Momsey’s aged, white-haired mother and failing father lived upstairs
and that she was caring, not only for her three children and husband, but also for her parents.
She looked tired, her eyes sunken into dark circles. She poured us a round of coffee and quickly
drank a cup herself. This was the first place I’d ever drunk coffee. I didn’t like the taste. It was
bitter and I didn’t like the swimming over stimulated, dizzy feeling that it left me with.Momsey, a
grammarian, would have corrected me, had she read my thought. “‘Not left me with’... she would
have said. It should be, ‘With which it left me.’” I would have smiled uneasily and felt
awkward.John and I had begun to see each other. We would take our sketchpads and walk
around town sketching things. I admired the bold, quick way he used the felt tipped pen to sketch



the rectangular array of buildings in downtown Winchester. My delicate line drawings seemed
weak and inconsequential in comparison and I felt embarrassed at my laborious, slow drawing. I
sketched a profile of him, which I shyly gave to him. He loved all things architectural and we
would make grand tours on his cycle to see every Richardson building within a radius of fifty
miles.We would sprawl on the floor by the fire in the Willard’s living room fireplace and watch the
hot, bright, orange and yellow flames flicker and roar like an ancient demi-life devouring the
logs.“Flam, flam, flam! The wind in the fire sounds like the wind in your ears when you run,” I
observed. We drew closer together and felt the heat of the fire consume us.Then one day in
early January 1964, Gail had reached out into the frigid air, lifted the metal cover of the front
porch mailbox and sorted through the letters. John would write from Yale. Every few days I’d
receive a letter, and would spend hours writing a reply.“Here’s another letter from that no good
man of yours,” Gail would kid me and throw the letter into my lap as I sat curled on the couch in
the living room where a lively fire burned in the fireplace.I ripped open the letter and read. “He
wants me to come down to New Haven,”“It’s about time!” Gail was relentless.My face was
pressed against the hard cold window of the late afternoon train from Boston to New Haven. The
train pulled into the New Haven station and I disembarked.It was dark as I looked for John’s thick
figure on the station platform. There he was! I felt an uprising excitement and spurt of something
inside me.Snow was swirling down in lazy whirlpools.With the hot roar of John’s cycle under us,
the air cut around us. On our manufactured, traveling tornado, we weaved in and out of night
traffic. I delighted in the perfection of the night. The car lights in the other lane coming towards us
looked like two, side-by-side strings of shiny white diamonds. The tail-lights in our lane looked
like two parallel rivers of red rubies receding. The freedom of speeding like this on the open road
was intoxicating. The inestimable wealth of all these diamonds and rubies made the riches of
Solomon pale. Sparkles of melting snow landed on our faces sending happy, patterned arrays of
sensory delight up thousands of neurons to our warm brains, which reposed in the safety and
shelter of our unhelmeted heads. Overhead the stars were hid by lowering clouds of snow. How
beautiful it all was!We stopped for a hamburger. Coming in out of the cold into the restaurant, we
felt the warm, dense habitat of humanity filled with warmly clothed human bodies, people’s
faces, eyes, hands, voices, the greasy, satisfying smell of meat cooking and onions frying. John
could see my face but not his own and I could see John’s face but not my own. We talked and
were silent in a swirl of confusion and delight.We could have been Neanderthals, dressed in furs
and leather, clustered in a winter cave, roasting a communal wooly mammoth. Out of the corner
of my eye I caught the headlines: “Westmoreland Appointed.” Lieutenant General William
Westmoreland is appointed deputy commander of Military assistance Command in Vietnam.
Over fifteen thousand American ‘advisors’ were then in Vietnam and we had sent over half a
billion dollars to Vietnam that year.Outside, in the quietly accumulating blanket of snow, in the
darkness, the huge trees of the inner courtyard stood silently as they had during the time that
generations of students have passed through these halls. Gas lamps lit our way. Snow, swirling
in the conical glow of each light, laughed and danced.John packed a snowball together and



threw it at me. I packed one together and threw it at him. We bent over, working together, and
rolled a small snowball across the snowy ground. The snowball accumulated layer after layer of
sticky snow and became bigger and bigger. We wound around in irregular circles missing trees,
pushing harder as the enlarging ball became heavier and heavier. The fine art of snowman
construction was one in which we children of the north were well versed.The snow felt cold and
sticky as it soaked through our gloves. We trimmed our snowman with bits of stick and bark and
poked in two stones for eyes. We laughed and then wrestled in the snow. John crouched on his
hands and knees and bulldozed me off my feet lifting me up on his shoulders as he stood up. I
liked the feel of his body, the way he lifted me as if I were a leaf.John’s dorm room was a wonder
of modern technology. A bicycle wheel hung suspended from his ceiling, and from it were strung
an array of objects in a mobile. His bed was built up over his desk, close to the ceiling. His desk
was lodged in the cubbyhole under the bed. His walls were plastered with posters that he had
printed in the print room.I had felt strange, illicit, being in the deserted corridors of an all male
University, in which women over night in the dorm was strictly forbidden. That weekend everyone
was away skiing or elsewhere.“Want to see my time-lapse photography?” he asked.“Sure.”There
on the screen unfolded images of buds of tulips opening into flowers, animated, growing,
moving, flowering and then dying, passing away, fading, petals falling, until only the bare brown
stalk was left. That is us, he was saying. I didn’t want to look.I felt awkward, exposed, watery
sitting on his armchair with his draped jeans socks and old shirts. I tried to appear as if I felt
entirely at ease in this new environment; that it was the most natural thing in the world. Girls in
these times are supposed to be demur, discreet, passive, innocent and pure, angels and
Madonnas, above all earthly functions. Had I not been brought up on fairy tales? Snow White,
Cinderella, and Beauty and the Beast. The heroine was above the fray, living in a castle,
ethereally beautiful, the object of romantic adoration. Had I not been schooled in the divine
business of marriage? Nice girls didn’t do it until they were married. And pregnancy was an ever-
formidable danger, which could de-rail a life and ruin a reputation.As a little girl of four I had
declared to both parents that I was going to find someone just like my Daddy to marry, and I’d
draped myself with window curtains for a wedding dress, worn my mother’s heels and played
marriage with my little girl friends. I felt loyal to the love I had for my father. I felt that to have sex
with a man outside of marriage and parental approval would be a betrayal of the worse sort.
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stefany, “This is the best book I have ever read. This is my favorite book of all time, I read it while
I was training for my first marathon. The power and intelligence she captures on the page
allowed me to feel each footstep I took as a running woman connecting to the ancestry that is
womanhood in movement and power. She describes a book she read during her journey called,
"The Mothers" by Robert Briffault. I am reading that book next. If you are lost in the world and
want something to learn to hold onto in terms of the universe, get this book yesterday. She has
complicated philosophical, scientific discoveries in italics, so if it drags on for you, she allows
you to continue onto her story without missing much. Could not have been happier with this
discovery!”

Diane Byington, “A joyful read.. What a delightful book this was to read. It isn't only about
running, but about a young girl who is figuring out life and how she wants to live it. I strongly
recommend.”

Hally, “Marathon Legend. This is an engaging and thought provoking read which combines the
story of Bobbi Gibb's first Boston marathon and her person journey to develop her own
understanding of life and the universe around her. The groundbreaking contribution of Bobbi
Gibb to equality of opportunity is brought to life in this book as the context in which she ran
during the 1960s in the USA was much more discriminatory than I had realised - other readers
may be more enlightened than am I of course. I really enjoyed the book, especially the detail of
her first Boston marathon which was very inspiring. I may he biased in my praise of course - as a
keen marathon runner in awe of this pioneering female athlete, Bobbi Gibb could write a book
about earthworms or plankton and I am sure I would still love it. Recommended.”

Richard, “A Fascinating Memoir. Unique, well-written, vivid, down-to-earth. The story of how a
highly intelligent young woman with a searching mind and a variety of interests overcomes
social conventions and other obstacles to become the first woman to run the Boston Marathon. I
recommend it not only for long-distance runners but for anyone who wishes to pursue a creative
interest..”

The book by Bobbi Gibb has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 8 people have provided feedback.
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